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Algorithms for Scheduling Malleable Tasks
Xiaohu Wu, and Patrick Loiseau
Abstract—Due to the ubiquity of batch data processing in cloud computing, the related problems of scheduling malleable batch tasks
have received significant attention recently. In this paper, we consider a fundamental model where a set of n tasks is to be processed
on C identical machines and each task is specified by a value, a workload, a deadline and a parallelism bound. Within the parallelism
bound, the number of machines assigned to a task can vary over time without affecting its workload. For this model, we first give two
core results: the definition of an optimal state under which multiple machines could be utilized by a set of tasks with hard deadlines,
and, an algorithm achieving such a state. The optimal utilization state plays a key role in the design and analysis of scheduling
algorithms (i) when several typical objectives are considered, such as social welfare maximization, machine minimization, and
minimizing the maximum weighted completion time, and, (ii) when the algorithmic design techniques such as greedy and dynamic
programming are applied to the social welfare maximization problem. As a result, we give four new or improved algorithms for the
above problems.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become the norm for a wide range
of applications and batch processing constitutes the most
significant computing paradigm [1]. Applications such as
web search index update, monte carlo simulations and big-
data analytics require executing a new type of parallel tasks
on clusters, termed malleable tasks. Two basic features of
malleable tasks are about workload and parallelism bound.
There are multiple machines, and, throughout the execution,
the number of machines assigned to a task can vary over
time within the parallelism bound but its workload is not
affected by the number of used machines [2], [3]. Beyond
understanding how to schedule the fundamental batch task
model, many efforts are also devoted to its online version
[4], [5], [6] and its extension in which each task contains
several subtasks with precedence constraints [7], [8]. In
practice, for better efficiency, companies such as IBM have
integrated these smarter scheduling algorithms for various
time metrics [8] (than the popular dominant resource fair-
ness strategy) into their batch processing platforms [9].
In scheduling theory, the above malleable task model can
be viewed as an extension of the classic model of scheduling
preemptive tasks on a single or multiple machines where
the parallelism bound is one [10], [11]. When each task
has to be completed by some deadline, the results from
the special single machine case have already implied that
the state of optimally utilizing machines plays a key role in
the design and analysis of scheduling algorithms under sev-
eral objectives [11]. In particular, the famous EDF (Earliest
Deadline First) rule can achieve an optimal schedule for the
single machine case. It is initially designed so as to find an
exact algorithm for scheduling batch tasks to minimize the
maximum task lateness (i.e., task’s completion time minus
due date) [12]. So far, numerous applications of this rule
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have been found, e.g., (i) to design exact algorithms for the
extended model with release times [13] and for scheduling
tasks with deadlines (and release times) to minimize the
total weighted number of tardy tasks [14], and (ii) as a
significant principle in the analysis of scheduling feasibility
for real-time systems [15].
Similarly, we are convinced that, as far as malleable
tasks are concerned, achieving such an optimal resource
utilization state is also very important for designing and
analyzing scheduling algorithms (i) under various objec-
tives, or (ii) when different algorithmic design techniques
such as greedy and dynamic programming are applied. The
intuition for this is that, if the utilization state was not
optimal in an algorithm, its performance could be improved
by utilizing the machines optimally to allow more tasks
to be completed. All these considerations motivate us to
develop an theoretical framework proposed in this paper.
Before this paper, a greedy algorithm was proposed in
[3] that achieves a performance guarantee C−kC · s−1s ; here,
C is the number of machines, k is the maximum parallelism
bound of all tasks, s is the minimum slackness of all tasks
where each task’s slackness is defined to be the ratio of
its deadline to its minimum execution time, which is the
time when a task is always allocated the maximum number
of machines during the execution. k is a system parameter
and is assumed to be finite [16]. Intuitively, s characterizes
the resource allocation urgency (e.g., s = 1 means that the
maximum amount of machines have to be allocated to a task
at every time slot to meet its deadline).
1.1 Our Results
Core result (Section 3). The core result of this paper is to
identify a sufficient and necessary condition under which a
set of independent malleable tasks could be all completed by
their deadlines on C machines, also referred to as boundary
condition in this paper.
In particular, by understanding the basic constraints of
malleable tasks, we first identify and formally define a state
in which C machines can be said to be optimally utilized by
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a set of tasks with deadlines in terms of resource utilization.
Then, we propose an optimal scheduling algorithm LDF(S)
(Latest Deadline First) that achieves such an optimal state.
The LDF(S) algorithm has a polynomial time complexity
of O(n2) and is different from the EDF algorithm that
gives an optimal schedule in the single-machine case. Here,
the maximum deadline of tasks is assumed to be finitely
bounded by a constant.
Applications (Sections 4 and 5). The above core results
have several applications to propose new or improved
algorithmic design and analysis for scheduling malleable
tasks under different objectives. The scheduling objectives
considered in this paper include:
(a) social welfare maximization: maximize the sum of
values of tasks completed by their deadlines;
(b) machine minimization: minimize the number of ma-
chines needed to produce a feasible schedule for a
set of tasks such that each task is completed by their
deadline;
(c) maximum weighted completion time minimization: min-
imize the maximum weighted completion time of
tasks.
Here, the first and second objectives above have been con-
sidered in [2], [3], [8]. The second objective that concerns
the optimal utilization of machines has been considered for
other types of tasks [17] but we are the first to consider it for
malleable tasks. After applying the core results above, we
obtain the following algorithmic results:
(i) an improved greedy algorithm GreedyRLM with a
performance guarantee s−1s for social welfare maxi-
mization with a time complexity of O(n2);
(ii) the first exact dynamic programming algorithm for
social welfare maximization with a pseudo-polyno-
mial time complexity ofO(max{ndLCL, n2}), where
L is the number of deadlines, D and d are the
maximum workload and deadline of tasks;
(iii) the first exact algorithm for machine minimization
with a time complexity of O(n2, Ln log n);
(iv) a polynomial time (1+)-approximation algorithm for
maximum weighted completion time minimization.
In the greedy algorithm of [3], the tasks are considered
in the non-decreasing order of their marginal values of tasks
(i.e., the ratio of a task’s value to its size), and only if a
task could be fully completed by its deadline according to
the currently remaining resource, it will be accepted and
allocated possibly different number of machines over time
according to an allocation algorithm; otherwise, it will be
rejected. In this paper, we also show that
• for social welfare maximization, s−1s is the best pos-
sible performance guarantee that a class of greedy
algorithms could achieve where they consider tasks
in the non-increasing order of their marginal values.
• as a result, the proposed greedy algorithm of this
paper is the best possible among this kind of greedy
algorithms.
The second algorithm for social welfare maximization
can work efficiently when L is small since its time complex-
ity is exponential in L. However, this may be reasonable
in a machine scheduling context. In scenarios like [7], tasks
are often scheduled periodically, e.g., on an hourly or daily
basis, and many tasks have a relatively soft deadline (e.g.,
finishing after four hours instead of three will not trig-
ger a financial penalty). Then, the scheduler can negotiate
with the tasks and select an appropriate set of deadlines
{τ1, τ2, · · · , τL}, thereafter rounding the deadline of a task
down to the closest τi (1 ≤ i ≤ L). By reducing L, this could
permit to use the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm
rather than GreedyRLM in the case where the slackness s
is close to 1. With s close to 1, the approximation ratio of
GreedyRLM approaches 0 and possibly little social welfare
is obtained by adopting GreedyRLM while the DP algorithm
can still obtain the almost optimal social welfare.
Technical Difference. The second algorithm can be viewed
as an extension of the pseudo-polynomial time exact algo-
rithm in the single machine case [10] that is also designed
via the generic dynamic programming procedure. However,
before our work, how to enable this extension to malleable
tasks was not clear as indicated in [2], [3]. This is mainly due
to the lack of a notion of the optimal state of machines being
utilized by malleable tasks with deadlines and the lack of an
algorithm that achieves such a state. In contrast, the optimal
state in the single machine case can be defined much more
easily and achieved by the EDF algorithm. The core results
of this paper are the enabler of a DP algorithm.
The way of applying the core results to a greedy algo-
rithm is less obvious since in the single machine case there
is no corresponding algorithm to hint its role in the algo-
rithmic design. For the above class of greedy algorithms,
we manage to give a new algorithm analysis, figuring out
what resource allocation features of tasks can benefit and
determine the algorithm’s performance. This analysis is an
extended analysis of the greedy algorithm for the standard
knapsack problem [22] and it does not rely on the dual-
fitting technique, on which the algorithm in [3] is built.
Here, the problem could be viewed as an extension of
the knapsack problem where each item has two additional
constraints in a two-dimensional space: a (time) window
in which an item could be placed and a maximum width
of the space that it could utilize at every moment. Two of
the most important algorithms there are either based on the
DP technique or of greedy type, that also considers items
by their marginal values [22]; we give in this paper their
counterparts in the scenario of malleable tasks.
In the construction of the greedy and optimal scheduling
algorithms, we are inspired by the algorithm in [3]. After
our definition of the optimal state and a new analysis of the
above class of greedy algorithms, we found that the algo-
rithm in [3] could achieve an optimal resource utilization
state from the maximum deadline of tasks d to some earlier
time slot t. However, this is achieved by guaranteeing the
existence of a time slot t′ earlier than t such that the number
of available machines at t′ is ≥ k, which leads a suboptimal
utilization of resources. In our algorithm, we only require t′
to be such that the number of available machines at t′ is≥ 1,
which leads to an optimal resource utilization. More details
could be found in the remarks of Section 3.2.
The above third and fourth algorithms are obtained
by respectively applying the above core result to a binary
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search procedure, and the related results in [8].
1.2 Related works
Now, we introduce the related works. The linear pro-
gramming approaches to designing and analyzing algo-
rithms for the task model of this paper [2], [3] and its
variants [4], [5], [7] have been well studied1. All these
works consider the same objective of maximizing the so-
cial welfare. In [2], Jain et al. proposed an algorithm with
an approximation ratio of (1 + CC−k )(1 + ) via determin-
istic rounding of linear programming. Subsequently, Jain et
al. [3] proposed a greedy algorithm GreedyRTL and used
the dual-fitting technique to derive an approximation ratio
C−k
C · s−1s . In [7], Bodik et al. considered an extension of
our task model, i.e., DAG-structured malleable tasks, and,
based on randomized rounding of linear programming, they
proposed an algorithm with an expected approximation
ratio of α(λ) for every λ > 0, where α(λ) = 1λ · e−
1
λ ·[
1− e− (1−1/λ)C−k2ωκ ·lnλ·(1− κC )
]
. The online version of our task
model is considered in [4], [5]; again based on the dual-fitting
technique, two weighted greedy algorithms are proposed
respectively for non-committed and committed scheduling
and achieve the competitive ratios of crA = 2 +O( 1( 3√s−1)2 )
where s > 1 [3] and crA(s·ω(1−ω))ω(1−ω) where ω ∈ (0, 1) and
s > 1ω(1−ω) .
In addition, Nagarajan et al. [8] considered DAG-
structured malleable tasks and propose two algorithms with
approximation ratios of 6 and 2 respectively for the objec-
tives of minimizing the total weighted completion time and
the maximum weighted lateness of tasks. Nagarajan et al.
showed that optimally scheduling deadline-sensitive malleable
tasks in terms of resource utilization is a key to the solutions to
scheduling for their objectives. In particular, seeking a schedule
for DAG tasks can be transformed into seeking a schedule
for tasks with simpler chain-precedence constraints; then
whenever there is a feasible schedule to complete a set of
tasks by their deadlines, Nagarajan et al. proposed a non-
optimal algorithm where each task is completed by at most
2 times its deadline and give two procedures to obtain near-
optimal completion times of tasks in terms of the above two
objectives.
Technically, the works [2], [3], [4], [5], [7] formulate
their problem as an Integer Program (IP) and relax the IP
to a relaxed linear program (LP). The techniques in [2],
[7] require to solve the LP to obtain a fractional optimal
solution and then manage to round the fractional solution
to an integer solution of the IP that corresponds to an
approximate solution to their original problem. In [3], [4],
[5], the dual fitting technique first finds the dual of the LP
and then construct a feasible algorithmic solution X to the
dual in some greedy way. This solution corresponds to a
feasible solution Y to their original problems, and, due to
the weak duality, the value of the dual under the solution X
(expressed in the form of the value under Y multiplied by
a parameter α ≥ 1) will be an upper bound of the optimal
value of the IP, i.e., the optimal value that can be achieved
in the original problem. Therefore, the approximation ratio
1. We refer readers to [11], [18] for more details on the general
techniques to design scheduling algorithms.
TABLE 1
Main Notation
Notation Explanation
C the total number of machines
T a set of tasks to be scheduled on C machines
Ti a task in T
Di, di, vi the workload, deadline, and value of a task Ti
ki
the parallelism bound of Ti, i.e., the maximum
number of machines that can be allocated to and
utilized by Ti simultaneously
yi(t)
the number of machines allocated to Ti at a time
slot t where yi(t) ∈ {0, 1, · · · , ki} and set all
yi(t) to 0 initially
W (t)
the total number of machines that are allocated
out to the tasks at t, i.e., W (t) =
∑
Ti∈T yi(t)
W (t)
the total number of machines idle at t, i,e.,
W (t) = C −W (t)
leni
the minimum execution time of Ti where Ti is
allocated ki machines in the entire execution
process, i.e., leni = dDiki e
si
the slackness of a task, i.e., di
leni
, measuring the
urgency of machine allocation to complete Ti by
the deadline
s
the minimum slackness of all tasks of T , i.e.,
minTi∈T si
d, D the maximum deadline and workload of all tasksof T , i.e., d = maxTi∈T di and D = maxTi∈T Di
v′i the marginal value of Ti, i.e., v
′
i =
vi
Di
{τ1, · · · , τL} the set of the deadlines di of all tasks Ti of T ,where 0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τL = d
Di all the tasks {Ti,1, Ti,2, · · · , Ti,ni} of T thathave a deadline τi, 1 ≤ i ≤ L
of the algorithm involved in the dual becomes clearly 1/α.
Here, the approximation ratio is a lower bound of the ratio
of the actual value obtained by the algorithm to the optimal
value.
A part of results of this paper appeared at the Allerton
conference in the year 2015 [19], [20]. Following [19], [20],
a recent work also gave a similar (sufficient and necessary)
feasibility condition to determine whether a set of malleable
tasks could be completed by their deadlines and showed
that such a condition is central to the application of the
LP technique to the three problems of this paper: greedy
and exact algorithms for social welfare maximization and an
exact algorithm for machine minimization. Guo & Shen first
used the LP technique to give a new proof of this feasibility
condition in the core result. Based on this condition, the
authors gave a new formulation of the original problems as
IP programs, different from the ones in [2], [3]. This new
formulation enables from a different perspective proposing
almost the same algorithmic results as this paper, e.g., for
the machine minimization problem an exact algorithm with
a time complexity O((n + d)3.5Ls(log n + log k)), and for
the social welfare maximization problem an exact algorithm
with a complexityO(n·(C·d)d), whereLs is the length of the
LP’s input. In addition, we have shown that the best perfor-
mance guarantee is s−1s when a greedy algorithm considers
tasks in the non-increasing order of their marginal values.
Guo & Shen also considered another standard to determine
the order of tasks, and proposed a greedy algorithm with a
performance guarantee C−kC and a complexity O(n2 + nd).
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2 MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
There are C identical machines and a set of n tasks
T = {T1, T2, · · · , Tn}. The task Ti is specified by several
characteristics: (1) value vi, (2) demand (or workload) Di, (3)
deadline di, and (4) parallelism bound ki. Time is discrete and
the time horizon is divided into d time slots: {1, 2, · · · , d},
where d = maxTi∈T di and the length of each slot may
be a fixed number of minutes. A task Ti can only utilize
the machines located in time slot interval [1, di]. The par-
allelism bound ki limits that, at any time slot t, Ti can
be executed on at most ki machines simultaneously. Let
k = maxTi∈T ki be the maximum parallelism bound; here,
ki is a system parameter and k is therefore assumed to be
finite [16]. An allocation of machines to a task Ti is a function
yi : [1, di] → {0, 1, 2, · · · , ki}, where yi(t) is the number of
machines allocated to task Ti at a time slot t ∈ [1, di]. In this
model, Di, di ∈ Z+ for all Ti ∈ T .
For the system of C machines, denote by W (t) =∑
Ti∈T yi(t) the system’s workload at time slot t; and by
W (t) = C − W (t) its complementary, i.e., the amount of
available machines at time t. We say that time t is fully
utilized if W (t) = 0, and is not fully utilized if W (t) > 0.
In addition, we assume that the maximum deadline of
tasks is bounded. Given the model above, the following
three scheduling objectives are considered separately in this
paper:
• The first objective is social welfare maximization and
it aims to choose an a subset S ⊆ T and produce
a feasible schedule for S so as to maximize the
social welfare
∑
Ti∈S vi (i.e., the sum of values of
tasks completed by deadlines); here, the value vi of
a task Ti is gained if and only if it is fully allocated
by the deadline, i.e.,
∑
t≤di yi(t) ≥ Di, and partial
execution of a task yields no value.
• The second objective is machine minimization, i.e.,
seeking the minimum number of machines needed
to produce a feasible schedule of T on C machines
such that the task’s parallelism bound and deadline
constraints are not violated.
• The third objective is to minimize the maximum
weighted lateness of tasks, i.e., minTi∈T {vi ·(ti−di)},
where ti is the completion time of a task Ti.
Furthermore, we denote by [l] and [l]+ the sets {0, 1, · · · , l}
and {1, 2, · · · , l} for a positive integer l. Let leni = dDi/kie
denote the minimum execution time of Ti. Define by si =
di
leni
the slackness of Ti, measuring the urgency of machine
allocation (e.g., si = 1 may mean that Ti should be allocated
the maximum amount of machines ki at every t ∈ [1, di])
and let s = minTi∈T si be the slackness of the least flexible
task (s ≥ 1). Denote by v′i = viDi the marginal value of task Ti,
i.e., the value obtained by the system per unit of demand. We
assume that the demand of each task is an integer. Let D =
maxTi∈T {Di} be the demand of the largest task. Given a set
of tasks T , the deadlines di of all tasks Ti ∈ T constitute a
finite set {τ1, τ2, · · · , τL}, where L ≤ n, τ1, · · · , τL ∈ Z+,
and 0 = τ0 < · · · < τL = d. Let Di = {Ti,1, Ti,2, · · · , Ti,ni}
denote the set of tasks with deadline τi, where
∑L
i=1 ni = n
(i ∈ [L]+).
The notation of this section is used in the entire paper
and summarized in Table 1. Throughout this paper, we use
i, j,m, l, orm′ as subscripts to index the element of different
sets such as tasks and use t or t to index a time slot.
3 OPTIMAL SCHEDULE
In this section, we identify a state under which C ma-
chines can be said to be optimally utilized by a set of tasks.
We then propose a scheduling algorithm that achieves such
an optimal state. Besides Table 1, the additional notation to
be used in this section is summarized in Table 2.
3.1 Optimal Resource Utilization State
In this paper, all tasks are denoted by a set T , and we
denote by S ⊆ T an arbitrary subset of T ; all tasks of T
with a deadline τl are denoted by Dl and we denote by
Sl = S∩Dl all tasks of S with a deadline τl (l ∈ [L]+). In this
subsection, we define the maximum amount of workload of
S that could be processed in a fixed time interval [τm+1, τL]
on C machines for all m ∈ [L − 1], where τL = d, i.e., the
maximum deadline of tasks.
Fig. 1. The green areas denote the maximum demand of Ti that need
or could be processed in [τL−m + 1, τL].
We first define the maximum amount of resource, denoted
by λm(S), that could be utilized by S in [τL−m + 1, τL] in
an idealized case where there is an indefinite number of
machines, i.e., C = ∞, for all m ∈ [L]+. To define this, we
clarify the maximum amount of resource that an individual
task Ti can utilize in [τL−m + 1, τL]. The basic constraints of
malleable tasks with deadlines imply that:
• the deadline of Ti limits that Ti can only utilize the
machines in [1, di], and
• the parallelism bound limits that Ti can only utilize
at most ki machines simultaneously at every time
slot.
The tasks with di ≤ τL−m cannot be executed in the interval
[τL−m + 1, τL]. Let us consider a task Ti with di ∈ [τL−m +
1, τL]. The number of time slots available in [τL−m+1, di] is
di − τL−m in the discrete case, and, also recall that leni the
(minimum) execution time of Ti when it always utilizes the
maximum number ki of machines throughout the execution.
In the illustrative Fig. 1, the green area in the left (resp. right)
subfigure denotes the maximum demand of a task, i.e., Di
(resp. ki · (di − τL−m)), that could or need be processed in
[τL−m + 1, τL] in the case where the minimum execution
time is such that leni ≤ di− τL−m (resp. leni > di− τL−m).
As a consequence of the observation above, λm(S)
equals the sum of the maximum workload of every task
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in S that could executed in [τL−m + 1, τL] and is defined as
follows.
Definition 1. Initially, set λm(S) to zero for all m ∈ [L]. In the
case where C = ∞ (i.e., the capacity constraint is ignored), for
all m ∈ [L]+, λm(S) is defined as follows:
λm(S)← λm(S) + βi, for every task Ti ∈ S ,
where βi is such that
• if Ti ∈ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ SL−m where di ≤ τL−m, βi ← 0;
• if Ti ∈ SL−m+1 ∪ · · · ∪ SL where di ≥ τL−m + 1, as
illustrated in Figure 1,
– in the case that leni ≤ di − τL−m, βi ← Dj ;
– otherwise, βi ← ki · (di − τL−m).
Here, βi represents the maximum workload of a task Ti that could
be executed in [τL−m + 1, τL].
Built on Definition 1, we move to the case where C is
finite and define the maximum amount of resource λCm(S)
that can be utilized by S on C machines in every [τL−m +
1, τL], m ∈ [1, L].
Fig. 2. Derivation from the definition λm(S) to λCm(S).
To help readers grasp the underlying intuition in the
process of deriving λCm(S) from λm(S), we first illustrate
this process in the case where L = 2 with the help of Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 (left) illustrates the parameter λm(S) in Definition 1,
where the green area denotes λ1(S) and the green and blue
areas together denote λ2(S). As illustrated in Fig. 2 (right),
due to the capacity constraint that C is finite, we have that
(i) C · (τ2 − τ1) is the maximum possible workload
that could be processed in [τ1 + 1, τ2] due to the
capacity constraint, and λ1(S) is the maximum
available workload of S that needs to be processed
in [τ1 + 1, τ2] due to the deadline and parallelism
constraints. As a result, on C machines, the maxi-
mum workload λC1 (S) of S that can be processed in
[τ1 + 1, τ2] is the size of the green area in [τ1 + 1, τ2],
i.e.,
λC1 (S) = min{C · (τ2 − τ1), λ1(S)} = C · (τ2 − τ1).
(ii) After λC1 (S) workload of S has been processed in
[τ1 + 1, τ2], the remaining workload of S that needs
to processed in [1, τ1] is λ2(S) − λC1 (S); the max-
imum workload that could be processed in [1, τ1]
is C · τ1 due to the capacity constraint. As a result,
λC2 (S) is defined as follows:
λC2 (S)
= λC1 (S) + min{C · (τ1 − τ0), λ2(S)− λC1 (S)}
= min{C · (τ2 − τ0), λ2(S)} = λ2(S),
i.e., the size of all the colored areas in [τ0 + 1, τ2].
Generalizing the above process, we derived a recursive
definition of λCm(S).
Definition 2. In the case where C is finite (i.e., with the capacity
constraint), for all m ∈ [L], the maximum amount of resource
λCm(S) that could be utilized by S in [τL−m + 1, τL] is defined
by the following recursive procedure:
• set λC0 (S) to zero trivially;
• set λCm(S) to the sum of λCm−1(S) and
min
{
λm(S)− λCm−1(S), C · (τL−m+1 − τL−m)
}
.
We finally state our definition that formalizes the concept
of optimal utilization of C machines by a set S of malleable
tasks with deadlines:
Definition 3 (Optimal Resource Utilization State). We say
that C machines are optimally utilized by a set of tasks S , if, for
all m ∈ [L]+, S utilizes λCm(S) resources in [τL−m + 1, d] on C
machines.
We define µCm(S) =
∑
Ti∈S Di−λCL−m(S) as the remain-
ing (minimum) workload of S that needs to be processed
after S has maximally utilized C machines in [τm + 1, τL]
for all m ∈ [L− 1].
Lemma 1 (Boundary Condition). If there exists a feasible
schedule for S , the following inequality holds for all m ∈ [L− 1]:
µCm(S) ≤ C · τm,
which is referred to as boundary condition in this paper.
Proof. Recall the definition of λCL−m(S) in Definition 2.
After S has maximally utilized the machines in [τm + 1, d]
and been allocated the maximum amount of resource, i.e.,
λCL−m(S), if there exists a feasible schedule for S , the total
amount of the remaining demands of S to be processed
should be no more than the capacity C · τm in [1, τm].
3.2 Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we assume that S satisfies the boundary
condition above, and, propose an algorithm LDF(S) that
achieves the optimal resource utilization state, producing
a feasible schedule for S .
3.2.1 Overview of LDF(S)
Initially, for all Ti ∈ S and t ∈ [1, d], we set the allocation
yi(t) to zero and LDF(S) runs as follows:
1) the tasks in S are considered in the non-increasing
order of the deadlines, i.e., in the order of SL, SL−1,
· · · , S1;
2) for a task Ti being considered, the algorithm
Allocate-B(i), presented as Algorithm 2, is called to
allocate Di resource to Ti under the constraints of
deadline and parallelism bound.
At a high level, we show in the following that, only if S
satisfies the boundary condition and the resource utilization
satisfies some properties upon every completion of Allocate-
B(·), all tasks in S will be fully allocated.
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Fig. 3. The resource allocation state of Ti and the previous tasks S′ respectively upon completion of Fully-Utilize(i), Fully-Allocate(i), and
AllocateRLM(i, 1, t2+1) where L = m = 3: the blue area in the rectangle denotes the allocation to the previous tasks that satisfies Property 1 and
Property 2 before executing Allocate-B(i) while the green area in the interval [1, τ3] denotes the allocation to Ti at every time slot.
TABLE 2
Main Notation for the algorithms LDF(S), Fully-Utilize(i),
Fully-Allocate(i), and AllocateRLM(i, θ1, x)
Notation Explanation
S a set of tasks to be allocated by LDF(S) andS ⊆ T
Si the tasks of S with a deadline τi
λm(S)
the maximum amount of resource that could be
utilized by S in [τL−m + 1, τL] in an idealized
case where there is an indefinite number of
machines, m ∈ [L]+
λCm(S)
the maximum amount of resource that can be
utilized by S on C machines in every
[τL−m + 1, τL], m ∈ [L]+
µCm(S)
the remaining workload of S that needs to be
processed after S has optimally utilized C
machines in [τm + 1, τL], i.e.,
µCm(S) =
∑
Ti∈S Dj − λCL−m(S), m ∈ [L− 1]
Ti
a task that is being allocated by the algorithm
LDF(S); the actual allocation is done by
Allocate-B(i)
S′ so far, all tasks that have been fully allocated byLDF(S) and are considered before Ti
S′ S′′ = S′ ∪ {Ti}
t0
a turning point defined in Property 2, with time
slots respectively later than and no later than t0
having different resource utilization state
t1
similar to t0, a turning point defined in Lemma 3
upon completion of Fully-Utilize(i)
t2
similar to t0, a turning point defined in Lemma 6
upon completion of Fully-Allocate(i)
t′ the latest time slot in [1, τm] with W (t′) > 0
t′′, t′′′ a time slot that satisfies some property definedand only used in Section 3.2.3
Now, we begin to elaborate this high-level idea. In
LDF(S), when a task Ti is being considered, suppose that
the allocated task Ti belongs to Sm and denote by S ′ ⊆
SL ∪ · · · ∪ Sm the tasks that have been fully allocated so far
and are considered before Ti. Here, S satisfies the boundary
condition and so do all its subsets including S ′ and S ′∪{Ti}.
Before the execution of Allocate-B(i), we assume that the
resource utilization satisfies the following two properties:
Recall the optimal resource utilization state in Defini-
tions 3, and the first property is that such an optimal
resource utilization state of C machines is achieved by the
current allocation to S ′.
Property 1. For all l ∈ [L]+, S ′ is allocated λCl (S ′) resource in
[τL−l + 1, d] where λCl (S ′) is defined in Definition 2.
The second property is that a stepped-shape resource uti-
lization state is achieved in [1, τm] by the current allocation
to S ′.
Property 2. If there exists a time slot t ∈ [1, τm] such that
W (t) > 0, let t0 be the latest slot in [1, τm] such thatW (t′) > 0;
then we have W (1) ≥W (2) ≥ · · · ≥W (t0).
If Property 1 and Property 2 hold, we will show in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 that, there exists an algorithm Allocate-
B(i) such that, upon completion of Allocate-B(i), the follow-
ing two properties are satisfied:
Property 3. Ti is fully allocated.
Property 4. The resource allocation to S ′ ∪ {Ti} still satisfies
Property 1 and Property 2.
Due to the existence of the above Allocate-B(i), only
if S satisfies the boundary condition, S can be fully allo-
cated by LDF(S). The reason for this can be explained by
induction. When the first task Ti in S is considered, S ′ is
empty, and, before the execution of Allocate-B(i), Property 1
and Property 2 holds trivially. Further, upon completion
of Allocate-B(i), Ti will be fully allocated by Allocate-B(i)
due to Property 3, and Property 4 still holds. Then, assume
that S ′ that denotes the current fully allocated tasks is
nonempty and Property 1 and Property 2 hold; the task Ti
being considered by LDF(S) will still be fully allocated and
Property 3 and Property 4, upon completion of Allocate-
B(i). Hence, all tasks in S will be finally fully allocated upon
completion of LDF(S).
In the rest of this subsection, we will propose an algo-
rithm Allocate-B(i) mentioned above such that, upon com-
pletion of Allocate-B(i), Property 3 and Property 4 holds, if,
before the execution of Allocate-B(i), the resource allocation
to S ′ satisfies Property 1 and Property 2 hold. Then, we
immediately have the following proposition:
Proposition 1. If S satisfies the boundary condition, LDF(S)
will produce a feasible schedule of S on C machines.
Overview of Allocate-B(i). The construction of Allocate-
B(i) will proceed with two phases. In the first phase, we
introduce what operations are feasible to make Ti fully allo-
cated Di resource under Property 1 and Property 2. We will
use two algorithms Fully-Utilize(i) and Fully-Allocate(i) to
describe them, and the sketch of this phase is as follows:
• From the deadline di towards earlier time slots,
Fully-Utilize(i) makes Ti fully utilize the maximum
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amount of machines available at every slot. Upon its
completion, the resource allocation state is illustrated
in Fig. 3 (left) and will be described in Lemma 3.
• If Ti is not fully allocated yet, as illustrated in Fig. 3
(middle), Fully-Allocate(i) transfers the allocation of
the previous tasks S ′ at the time slots closest to di to
the latest slots in [1, di] that have idle machines, so
that, ki machines are finally allocated to Ti at each
of these slots closest to di; as a result, Ti is fully
allocated.
Upon completion of Fully-Allocate(i), the resource alloca-
tion state may not satisfy Property 1 and Property 2, as
illustrated by Fig. 3 (middle). We therefore propose an
algorithm AllocateRLM(i, η1, x) in the second phase:
• the allocation of the previous tasks at every slot t
closest to the deadline is again transferred to the lat-
est slots that have idle machines, and, the allocation
of Ti in the earliest slots is transferred to t; the final
resource allocation state is illustrated in Fig. 3 (right).
Following the above high-level ideas, the details of the
first and second phases are respectively presented in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2 Phase 1
Now, we introduce Fully-Utilize(i) and Fully-Allocate(i)
formally. Before their execution, recall that we assume in the
last subsection Ti ∈ Sm; the allocation to the previously al-
located tasks in S ′ satisfies Properties 1 and 2. The whole set
of tasks S to be scheduled satisfies the boundary condition
where S ′  S .
Initially, set yi(t) to zero for all time slots, and, Fully-
Utilize(i) operates as follows:
• for every time slot t from the deadline di to 1, set
yi(t)← min{ki, Di −
∑di
t=t+1
yi(t),W (t)}.
Here, ki is the parallelism bound, Di −
∑di
t=t+1
yi(t) is the
remaining workload to be processed upon completion of its
allocations at slots t + 1, · · · , di, and W (t) is the number
of machines idle at t; specially,
∑di
t=di+1
yi(t) is set to 0,
representing the allocation to Ti is zero before the allocation
begins. Their minimum denotes the maximum amount of
machines that Ti can or needs to utilize at t after the
allocation to Ti at slots t+ 1, · · · , di.
Before executing Fully-Utilize(i), the resource allocation
to the previous tasks S ′ satisfies Property 1. Its execution
does not change the previous allocation to S ′. Let
S ′′ = S ′ ∪ {Ti}.
Since di = τm, the workload of Ti can only be processed
in [1, τm]; the maximum workload of S ′′ that could be
processed in [τm + 1, τL] still equals its counterpart when
S ′ is considered. We come to the following conclusion in
order to not violate the boundary condition:
Lemma 2. Upon completion of Fully-Utilize(i), all tasks of S
would have been fully allocated in the case that the total alloca-
tion to S ′′ in [1, τm] isC ·τm, i.e.,C ·τm =
∑
Tj∈S′′
∑τm
t=1
yj(t).
Proof. See the appendix for detailed proof.
Upon completion of Fully-Utilize(i), in the other case that
the total allocation to S ′′ is < C · τm, even for Ti, it may not
be fully allocated. In this case, there exists a slot t ∈ [1, τm]
such that W (t) > 0, and let t1 denote the latest such time
slot in [1, τm].
In Fully-Utilize(i), upon completion of the allocation to
Ti at t ∈ [1, t1], if Ti has not been fully allocated yet, it
is allocated ki machines at t, i.e., yi(t) = ki, and these
allocations in [1, t1] are non-decreasing, i.e.,
yi(1) ≤ yi(2) ≤ · · · ≤ yi(t1).
Before executing Fully-Utilize(i), the numbers of idle ma-
chines have a stepped shape, i.e., W (1) ≥ · · · ≥ W (t0) by
Property 2, where W (t) = C −W (t) = C −∑Tj∈S′ yj(t).
Upon its completion, with yi(t) machines occupied by Ti,
we conclude that
Lemma 3. Upon completion of Fully-Utilize(i), in the case that
the total allocation to S ′′ is < C · τm,
• for all t ∈ [1, t1], if the total allocation of Ti in [t, di] is
< the workload of Ti, i.e., Di −
∑di
t=t
yi(t) > 0, we have
yi(t) = ki;
• the numbers of idle/unallocated machines in [1, t1] have a
stepped shape, i.e., W (1) ≥ · · · ≥W (t1) > 0.
With the current resource allocation state shown in
Lemma 3, we are enabled to propose the algorithm Fully-
Allocate(i) to make Ti fully allocated. Deducting the current
resource allocated to Ti, let Ω denote the remaining work-
load of Ti to be allocated more resource, i.e.,
Ω = Di −
∑
t≤di yi(t).
For every slot t ∈ [1, t1], the number yi(t) of machines
allocated to Ti at t is ki in the case that Ω > 0 by Lemma 3.
The total workload Di is ≤ ki · di, and, with the parallelism
bound, Fully-Allocate(i) considers each slot t from di to-
wards t1 + 1 and operates as follows repeatedly at each t
until Ω = 0:
1) ∆← min{ki − yi(t),Ω}.
Notes. ki − yi(t) is the maximum number of addi-
tional machines that could be utilized at T with its
previous allocation yi(t).
2) Call Routine(∆, 1, 0, t), presented as Algorithm 1.
Notes. Routine(·) aims to increase the number of
available machines W (t) at t to ∆ by transferring
the allocation of other tasks to an earlier time slot.
3) Allocate W (t) more machines to Ti at t: yi(t) ←
yi(t) +W (t), and, Ω← Ω−W (t).
Notes. Ω denotes the currently remaining work-
load to be processed; in this iteration, if Ω > 0
currently, ∆ = ki − yi(t) and the allocation yi(t)
of Ti at t becomes ki.
4) t← t− 1.
Now, we explain the existence of Ti′ in line 12 of
Routine(·) and the reason why Ti will be finally fully allo-
cated by Fully-Allocate(i). The only operation that changes
the allocation to Ti occurs at the third step of Fully-
Allocate(i). Hence, we have
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Algorithm 1: Routine(∆, η1, η2, t)
1 while W (t) < ∆ do
2 t′ ← the current time slot earlier than and closest
to t so that W (t′) > 0;
3 if η1 = 1 then
4 if there exists no such t′ then
5 flag ← 1, break;
6 else
7 if t′ ≤ tthm , or there exists no such t′ then
8 flag ← 1, break;
9 if η2 = 1 then
10 if
∑t′−1
t=1 yi(t) ≤W (t) then
11 flag ← 1, break;
12 let i′ be a task such that yi′(t) > yi′(t′);
13 yi′(t)← yi′(t)− 1, yi′(t′)← yi′(t′) + 1;
Lemma 4. Fully-Allocate(i) never decreases the allocation yi(t)
to Ti at any time slot t ∈ [1, di] during its execution, compared
with the yi(t) just before executing Fully-Allocate(i).
We could also prove by contradiction that
Lemma 5. When Routine(∆, 1, 0, t) is called, the task Ti′ in
line 12 always exists if (i) the condition in line 4 is false, (ii)
yi(t
′) = ki, and (iii) yi(t) < ki and W (t) = 0.
Proof. See the Appendix for the detailed proof.
At each iteration of Fully-Allocate(i), if there exists a
t′ such that W (t′) > 0 in the loop of Routine(·), with
Lemmas 3 and 4, we have yi(t′) = ki. Since Ω > 0 and
yi(t) < ki, when Routine(·) is called, we have W (t) = 0;
otherwise, this contradicts Lemma 3. With Lemma 5, we
will conclude that the task Ti′ in line 11 exists when it is
called by Fully-Allocate(i). In addition, the operation at line
12 of Routine(·) does not change the total allocation to Ti′ ,
and violate the parallelism bound ki′ of Ti′ since the current
yi′(t
′) is no more than the initial yi′(t).
Proposition 2. Upon completion of Fully-Allocate(i), the task Ti
is fully allocated.
Proof. Fully-Allocate(i) ends up with one of the following
three events. The first is that the condition in line 4 of
Routine(·) is true. Then, with Lemma 2, all tasks in S
has been fully allocated. If the first event doesn’t happen,
the second is Ω = 0 and Ti has been fully allocated. If
the first and second events don’t happen, the third occurs
after finishing the iteration of Fully-Allocate(i) at time slot
t1 + 1; then, there is a slot t′ in [1, t1 + 1] that are not fully
utilized. As a result, we have that Ti has been fully allocated;
otherwise, Ω > 0, which implies yi(t1 + 1) = ki, and we
have yi(t) = ki for all t ∈ [di]+ due to Lemma 3, which
contradicts Ω > 0. Finally, the theorem holds.
Upon completion of Fully-Utilize(i), the resource alloca-
tion feature is described in Lemma 3 and illustrated in Fig. 3
(left). Built on this, Fully-Allocate(i) considers every slot
from di to t1+1; as illustrated in Fig. 3 (middle) and roughly
explained there, upon completion of Fully-Allocate(i), the
resource allocation feature is described as follows.
Lemma 6. Upon completion of Fully-Allocate(i), if there exists a
t ∈ [1, τm] such that W (t) > 0, let t2 be the latest such slot:
• for all t ∈ [1, t2], if the total allocation of Ti in [t, di] is
< Di (i.e., Di −
∑di
t=t
yi(t) > 0), we have yi(t) = ki;
• the numbers of available machines in [1, t2] have a stepped
shape, i.e, W (1) ≥ · · · ≥W (t2) > 0.
Here t2 ≥ t1.
Proof. See the Appendix for the formal proof.
3.2.3 Phase 2
Now, we introduce AllocateRLM(i, η1, x). Recall that t′
always denotes the slot closest to but earlier than τm (i.e.,
the latest slot in [1, τm]) such that W (t′) > 0 and, before
executing AllocateRLM(·), t′ = t2 due to Lemma 6. The
resource allocation feature before executing AllocateRLM(i,
η1, x) is described in Lemma 6 and illustrated in Fig. 3
(middle); the underlying intuition of AllocateRLM(i, η1, x)
is described in Section 3.2.1 and, upon its completion, the
resource allocation feature is illustrated in Fig. 3 (right).
Formally, AllocateRLM(i, η1, x) considers each slot t
from di to x and operates as follows repeatedly at each t
until the total allocation of Ti in [1, t − 1], i.e.,
∑t−1
t=1 yi(t),
equals zero, where η1 = 1 and x = t2 + 1 in this section:
1) ∆← min{ki − yi(t),
∑t−1
t=1 yi(t)}.
Notes. ∆ denotes the maximum allocation of Ti
before t that can be transferred to t with the paral-
lelism constraint.
2) if ∆ = 0, go to the step 5; otherwise, execute the
steps 3-5.
3) set flag ← 0 and call Routine(∆, η1, 1, t).
Notes. Routine(·) aims to increase the number
W (t) of available machines at t to ∆. With Lemma 6,
the slots t′ earlier than but closest to t2 + 1 in
Routine(·) will become fully utilized one by one and,
together with the next step 4, upon completion of
the iteration at t, for all t ∈ [t′ + 1, di], W (t) = 0.
4) set θ ←W (t). Allocate θ more machines to Ti:
yi(t)← yi(t) +W (t),
and reduce the allocations of Ti at the earliest
slots by θ: in particular, let t′′ be such a slot that∑t′′−1
t=1 yi(t) < θ and
∑t′′
t=1 yi(t) ≥ θ, and execute
the following operations:
a) set θ ← θ −∑t′′−1t=1 yi(t), and, for every t ∈
[1, t′′ − 1], yi(t)← 0;
b) yi(t′′)← yi(t′′)− θ.
Notes. The number of idle machines at t becomes
zero again, i.e., W (t) = 0. The allocation yi(t) of Ti
at every t ∈ [1, t′′ − 1] is zero.
5) if Routine(∆, η1, 1, t) does not change the value
of flag, i.e., flag = 0, t ← t − 1; otherwise, exit
AllocateRLM(i, η1, x).
Here, at each slot t, when Routine(·) is called, ∆ > 0, and
yi(t) < ki. Further, we have W (t) = 0; otherwise, this
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contradicts Lemma 6. Hence, with Lemma 5, we conclude
that the task Ti′ in line 12 of Routine(·) exists.
Based on our notes in the description of AllocateRLM(·),
we conclude that
Proposition 3. Upon completion of AllocateRLM(i, 1, x) where
x = t2 + 1, the final allocation to S ′′ can guarantee that
Property 4 holds where S ′′ = S ′ ∪ {Ti}.
Proof. Fully-Utilize(i), Fully-Allocate(i) and AllocateRLM(i,
η1, x) never change the allocation at any slot in [τm + 1, d].
AllocateRLM(i, 1, x) ends up with one of the following four
events. The first event occurs when the condition in line 4 of
Routine(·) is true; then, the proposition holds trivially since
all the slots t ∈ [1, di] have been fully utilized, i.e.,W (t) = 0.
If the first event doesn’t occur, the second event is that, for
the first time, at some t ∈ [t2 + 1, di],
∑t−1
t=1 yi(t) = 0; then,
we have that, Ti is fully allocated Di resource in [t, di] ⊆
[t2 + 1, di]. The third event occurs when the condition in
line 10 of Routine(·) is true. In the following, we will analyze
the resource utilization state when either of the second and
third events occurs.
Recall that t′ is defined in line 2 of Routine(·) where each
slot in [t′ + 1, di] will be fully utilized; when the second or
third event occurs, all the slots in [t′+1, di] are fully utilized,
i.e., W (t) = 0, for all t ∈ [t′ + 1, di]. Upon completion of
the iteration of AllocateRLM(·) at t when the third event
occurs, or, at t+1 when the second event occurs, we have the
following three points, in contrast to the allocation achieved
just before executing Allocate-B(i),
(i) t′ ∈ [1, t2] and the allocation to the previous tasks S ′
at every t ∈ [1, t′ − 1] is still the allocation achieved
before executing Allocate-B(i);
(ii)
∑t′−1
t=1 yi(t) = 0, i.e., the allocation to Ti in [1, t
′ − 1]
is zero and Ti is fully allocatedDi resource in [t′, di];
(iii) the allocation to S ′ at t′ is not decreased;
(iv) the allocation to Ti at t′ does not change.
Noticing the above resource allocation state in [1, di] where
di = τm, since Property 2 holds before executing Allocate-
B(i), we conclude that Property 2 still holds upon its comple-
tion where t0 = t′. Without loss of generality, assume that
t′ ∈ [τm′−1 + 1, τm′ ] for some m′ ∈ [m]+. Then, all the slots
in [τm′ + 1, di] have been fully utilized and the allocation in
[τm + 1, d] does not change at all; hence, we have that every
interval [τl + 1, d], where m′ ≤ l ≤ L, is optimally utilized
by S ′ ∪ {Ti} due to Property 1. Since the total allocation to
S ′ in [1, τm′−1] isn’t changed by Allocate-B(i) if m′ − 1 > 0,
due to Property 1, the interval [τm′−1+1, d] is still optimally
utilized by S ′ and the task Ti is fully allocatedDi resource in
this interval; hence, it is still optimally utilized by S ′ ∪{Ti}.
Further, every interval [τl + 1, d] is also optimally utilized
where 1 ≤ l ≤ m′ − 1. Hence, the theorem holds.
If the first three events don’t occur, the fourth event
occurs upon completion of the iteration of AllocateRLM(·)
at t = t2 + 1, i.e., the last iteration. In this case, we have that
the conditions in lines 4 and 10 of Routine(·) are always false
where at each iteration of AllocateRLM(·) there always exists
such t′ (defined in line 2 of Routine(·) with W (t′) > 0); due
to the current resource allocation state, we conclude that, at
each of the slots in [t2 + 1, di], Ti is allocated ki machines.
Upon completion of AllocateRLM(·), there exists a t′ defined
in line 2 of Routine(·), and, let t′′′ denote the earliest slot
at which yi(t′′′) 6= 0 where t′′′ ≤ t′; then, similar to our
conclusion in the second and third events, we have that
(i) the first point here is the same as the first and third
points in the last paragraph;
(ii) Ti is fully allocated Di resource in [t′′′, di];
(iii) if t′′′ > t′, the allocation to Ti at each t ∈ [t′′′ + 1, t′]
does not change and yi(t) = ki due to Lemma 6,
and, the allocation to Ti at t′′′ is greater than zero.
Similar to our analysis in the last paragraph for other events,
we conclude that the proposition holds.
Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 finish to show that
Allocate-B(i) satisfies Property 3 and Property 4 and hence
completes the proof of Proposition 1. We finally analyze the
time complexity of Allocate-B(i).
Lemma 7. The time complexity of Allocate-B(·) is O(n).
Proof. See the Appendix for the proof.
Algorithm 2: Allocate-B(i)
1 Fully-Utilize(i);
2 Fully-Allocate(i);
3 AllocateRLM(i, 1, t2 + 1);
Since LDF(S) considers a total of n tasks, its complexity
is O(n2) with Lemma 7. Finally, we draw a main conclusion
in this section from Lemma 1 and Proposition 1:
Theorem 1. A set of tasks S can be feasibly scheduled and be
completed by their deadlines on C machines if and only if the
boundary condition holds, where the feasible schedule of S could
be produced by LDF(S) with a time complexity O(n2).
In other words, if LDF(S) cannot produce a feasible
schedule for S onC machines, then S cannot be successfully
scheduled by any algorithm; as a result, LDF(S) is optimal.
The relationships between the various algorithms of this
paper are illustrated in Fig. 4 where GreedyRLM will be
introduced in the next section.
Remarks. We are inspired by the GreedyRTL algorithm [3]
in the construction of LDF(·). In terms of the two algorithms
themselves, LDF(·) considers tasks in the decreasing order
of deadlines while the order is determined by the marginal
values in GreedyRTL(·). In both algorithms, the allocation to
a task Ti is considered from di to 1 (once in GreedyRTL, and
possibly three times in LDF(·)); to make time slots t closest
to the deadline of a task Ti being considered fully utilized,
the key operations are finding a time slot t′ earlier than t
such that there exists a task Ti′ with yi′(t) > yi′(t′) when
W (t), and transferring a part of the allocation of Ti′ at t
to t′. In GreedyRTL(·), the existence of Ti′ requires that (i)
the number W (t′) of available machines at t′ is ≥ k and
(ii)2 W (t) < ki; as a result, before doing any allocation
to Ti at t, the existence could be proved by contradiction.
In LDF(·), to achieve the optimality of resource utilization,
2. The particular condition there is W (t) < min{ki, Di −∑di
t=t+1
yi(t)}.
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Fig. 4. Relationship among Algorithms: for A→ B, the blue and green arrows denote the relations that the algorithm A calls B, and, the algorithm
B is executed upon completion of A.
one requirement for such existence is relaxed to be that the
number of available machines at t′ is ≥ 1. The existence is
guaranteed by (i) first make every time slot from di to 1 fully
utilized, as what Fully-Utilize(i) does, and (ii) a stepped-
shape resource utilization state in [1, di] upon completion of
the allocation to the last task, as described in Property 2.
4 APPLICATIONS: PART I
In this section, we illustrate the application of the results
in Section 3 to the greedy algorithm for social welfare
maximization.
In terms of the maximization problem, the general form of
a greedy algorithm is as follows [22], [23]: it tries to build a
solution by iteratively executing the following steps until
no item remains to be considered in a set of items: (1)
selection standard: in a greedy way, choose and consider an
item that is locally optimal according to a simple criterion
at the current stage; (2) feasibility condition: for the item
being considered, accept it if it satisfies a certain condition
such that this item constitutes a feasible solution together
with the tasks that have been accepted so far under the
constraints of this problem, and reject it otherwise. Here,
an item that has been considered and rejected will never
be considered again. The selection criterion is related to the
objective function and constraints, and is usually the ratio of
’advantage’ to ’cost’, measuring the efficiency of an item. In
the problem of this paper, the constraint comes from the
capacity to hold the chosen tasks and the objective is to
maximize the social welfare; therefore, the selection criterion
here is the ratio of the value of a task to its demand that will
refer to as the marginal value of this task.
Given the general form of greedy algorithm, we define a
class GREEDY of algorithms that operate as follows:
1) Considers the tasks in the non-increasing order of
the marginal value; assume without loss of general-
ity that v′1 ≥ v′2 ≥ · · · ≥ v′n;
2) Denoting byA the set of the tasks that have been ac-
cepted so far, a task Ti being considered is accepted
and fully allocated iff there exists a feasible schedule
for A ∪ {Ti}.
In the following, we refer to the generic algorithm in
GREEDY as Greedy.
Proposition 4. The best performance guarantee that a greedy
algorithm in GREEDY can achieve is s−1s .
Proof. Let us consider a special instance: (i) let Di = {Tj ∈
T |di = d′i}, where i ∈ [2]+, d′2 and d′1 ∈ Z+, and d′2 > d′1;
(ii) for all Tj ∈ D1, v′j = 1 + , Dj = 1, kj = 1, and, there is
a total of C · d′1 such tasks, where  ∈ (0, 1) is small enough;
(iii) for all Tj ∈ D2, v′j = 1, kj = 1 and Dj = d′2 − d′1 + 1.
Greedy will always fully allocate resource to the tasks in
D1, with all the tasks in D2 rejected to be allocated any
resource. The performance guarantee of Greedy will be no
more than C·d
′
1
C·[(1+)(d′1−1)+1·(d′2−d′1+1)] . Further, with  → 0,
this performance guarantee approaches d
′
1
d′2
. In this instance,
s =
d′2
d′2−d′1+1 and
s−1
s =
d′1−1
d′2
. When d′2 → +∞, d
′
1
d′2
= s−1s .
Hence, the proposition holds.
4.1 Notation
Greedy will consider tasks sequentially. The first con-
sidered task will be accepted definitely and then it will
use to the feasibility condition to determine whether or not
to accept or reject the next task according to the current
available resource and the characteristics of this task. To
describe the process under which Greedy accepts or rejects
tasks, we define the sets of consecutive accepted (i.e., fully
allocated) and rejected tasks A1,R1,A2, · · · . Specifically, let
Am = {Tim , Tim , · · · , Tjm} be the m-th set of the adjacent
tasks that are accepted by Greedy where i1 = 1 while
Rm = {Tjm+1, · · · , Tim+1−1} is the m-th set of the adja-
cent that are rejected tasks following the set Am, where
m ∈ [K]+ for some integer K . Integer K represents the
last step: in the K-th step, AK 6= ∅ andRK can be empty or
non-empty. We also denote by cm the maximum deadline of
all rejected tasks of ∪ml=1Rl, i.e.,
cm = maxTi∈∪ml=1Rl {di},
and by c′m the maximum deadline of ∪ml=1Al, i.e.,
c′m = maxTi∈∪ml=1Al{di}.
While the tasks in Am ∪ Rm are being considered, we
refer to Greedy as being in the m-th phase. Before the
execution of Greedy, we refer to it as being in the 0-th phase.
Upon completion of the m-th phase of Greedy, we define a
threshold parameter tthm such that
(i) if cm ≥ c′m, set tthm = cm, and
(ii) if cm < c′m, set t
th
m to any time slot in [cm, c
′
m].
Here, di ≤ tthm for all Ti ∈ ∪mj=1Rj . For ease of the
subsequent exposition, we let tth0 = 0 and t
th
K+1 = d. We
also add a dummy time slot 0 but the task Ti ∈ T can not
get any resource there, that is, yi(0) = 0 forever. We also let
A0 = R0 = AK+1 = RK+1 = ∅. Besides the notation in
Section 2, the additional key notation used for this section is
also summarized in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
Main Notation for Section 4
Notation Explanation
A1,R1,
A2, · · · ,
RK
the sets of consecutive accepted (i.e., fully allocated)
and rejected tasks by Greedy where⋃K
m=1Am ∪Rm = T
cm the maximum deadline of all rejected tasks of ∪ml=1Rl
c′m the maximum deadline of ∪ml=1Al
tthm
a threshold parameter such that (i) if cm ≥ c′m, set
tthm = cm, and (ii) if cm < c′m, set tthm to any time slot
in [cm, c′m]; when introducing GreedyRLM, it will be
set to a specific value
4.2 A New Algorithmic Analysis
We will show that as soon as the resource allocation done
by Greedy satisfies some features, its performance guarantee
can be deduced immediately, i.e., the main result of this
subsection is Theorem 2.
For all m ∈ [K]+, upon completion of Greedy, we define
the following two features that we want the allocation to
∪mj=1Aj to satisfies:
Feature 1. The total allocation to
⋃m
j=1Aj in [1, tthm ] is at least
r · C · tthm , where r ∈ [0, 1].
Feature 2. For each task Ti ∈
⋃m
j=1Aj , its maximum amount
of demand that can be processed in each
[
tthl + 1, d
]
is processed
where m ≤ l ≤ K , i.e.,
di∑
t=tthl +1
yi(t) = min
{
Di, ki(di − tthl )
}
.
Theorem 2. If Greedy achieves a resource allocation structure
that satisfies Feature 1 and Feature 2 for all m ∈ [K]+, it gives
an r-approximation to the optimal social welfare.
In the rest of Section 4.2, we prove Theorem 2; we will
first provide an upper bound of the optimal social welfare.
Proof Overview. We refer to the original problem of
scheduling A1,R1, · · · ,AK ,RK on C machines to maxi-
mize the social welfare as the MSW-I problem.
In the following, we define a relaxed version of the
MSW-I problem. Assume that R′m consists of a single task
T ′m whose deadline is t
th
m , whose size is infinite, and whose
marginal value is the largest one of the tasks inRm, denoted
by v′m; here, different from the task in Rm, we assume
that there is no parallelism constraint on T ′m whose bound
is C . In addition, partial execution of the task T ′m and
the tasks of A1, · · · ,AK can yield linearly proportional
value, e.g., if a task Ti ∈ Al is allocated
∑di
t=1 yi(t) < Di
resource by its deadline, a value (
∑di
t=1 yi(t)/Di) · vi will
still be added to the social welfare. We refer to the problem
of scheduling A1,R′1, · · · ,AK ,R′K on C machines as the
MSW-II problem.
Lemma 8. The optimal social welfare of the MSW-II problem
is an upper bound of the optimal social welfare of the MSW-I
problem.
Proof. See the appendix for the detailed proof.
Due to Feature 1, Feature 2, and the fact that the marginal
value of T ′m is no larger than the ones of the tasks of ∪ml=1Al,
we derive the following two lemmas:
Lemma 9. The following schedule achieves an upper bound of
the optimal social welfare of the MSW-II problem, ignoring the
capacity constraint:
1) for all tasks of A1, · · · ,AK , their allocation is the same
as the one achieved by Greedy with Features 1 and 2
satisfied;
2) for all m ∈ [K]+, execute a part of task T ′m such that
the amount of processed workload in
[
tthm−1 + 1, t
th
m
]
is
(1− r) · (tthm − tthm−1) · C .
Proof. See the appendix for the detailed proof.
Lemma 10. For all m ∈ [K]+, the total value generated by
executing the allocation to T ′1, · · · , T ′m is no larger than 1−rr
times the total value generated by the allocation to ∪ml=1Al in
[1, tthm ].
Proof. See the appendix for the detailed proof.
In the case that m = K , the total value from T ′1, · · · , T ′K
is no larger than 1−rr times the total value from the alloca-
tion to ∪Kl=1Al in [1, tthK ]. Hence, the total value generated
by the schedule in Lemma 9 is no larger than 1 + 1−rr =
1
r
times the total value generated by the allocation to all tasks
of A1, · · · ,AK . By Lemmas 9 and 8, Theorem 2 holds.
4.3 Optimal Algorithm Design
We now introduce the executing process of the optimal
greedy algorithm GreedyRLM, presented as Algorithm 3:
(1) considers the tasks in the non-increasing order of the
marginal value.
(2) in the m-th phase, for a task Ti being considered, if∑
t≤di min{W (t), ki} ≥ Di, call Allocate-A(i), pre-
sented as Algorithm 4, where the details on Fully-
Utilize(i) and AllocateRLM(i, 0, tthm +2) can be found
in Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3.
(3) if the allocation condition is not satisfied, set the
threshold parameter tthm of the m-th phase that is
defined by lines 8-15 of Algorithm 3.
When the condition in line 5 of GreedyRLM is true, every
accepted task can be fully allocated Di resource using Fully-
Utilize(i). The reason for the existence of Ti′ in Routine(·)
is the same as the reason when introducing LDF(S) since
W (t′) > 0.
Proposition 5. GreedyRLM gives an s−1s -approximation to the
optimal social welfare with a time complexity of O(n2).
Now, we begin to prove Proposition 5. The time com-
plexity of Allocate-A(i) depends on AllocateRLM(·). Using
the time complexity analysis of AllocateRLM(·) in Lemma 7,
we get that AllocateRLM(·) has a time complexity of O(n),
and, the time complexity of GreedyRLM is O(n2). Due to
Theorem 2, in the following, we only need to prove that
Features 1 and 2 holds in GreedyRLM where r = s−1s , which
is given in Propositions 6 and 7.
The utilization of GreedyRLM is derived mainly by
analyzing the resource allocation state when a task Ti cannot
be fully allocated (the condition in line 5 of GreedyRLM is
not satisfied), and we have that
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Algorithm 3: GreedyRLM
Input : n tasks with typei = {vi, di, Di, kj}
Output: A feasible allocation of resources to tasks
1 initialize: yi(t)← 0 for all Ti ∈ T and 1 ≤ t ≤ d,
m = 0, tthm = 0;
2 sort tasks in the non-increasing order of the marginal
values: v′1 ≥ v′2 ≥ · · · ≥ v′n;
3 i← 1;
4 while i ≤ n do
5 if
∑
t≤di min{W (t), ki} ≥ Di then
6 Allocate-A(i); // in the (m+ 1)-th phase
7 else
8 if Ti−1 has ever been accepted then
9 m← m+ 1; // in the m-th phase, the
allocation to Am was completed; the
first rejected task is Tjm = Ti
10 while
∑
t≤di+1 min{W (t), ki+1} < Di+1 do
11 i← i+ 1;
/* the last rejected task is Tim+1−1 = Ti
and Rm = {Tjm , · · · , Tim+1−1} */
12 if cm ≥ c′m then
13 tthm ← cm;
14 else
15 set tthm to time slot just before the first time
slot t with W (t) > 0 after cm or to c′m if
there is no time slot t with W (t) > 0 in
[cm, c
′
m];
16 i← i+ 1;
Algorithm 4: Allocate-A(i)
1 Fully-Utilize(i);
2 if di ≥ tthm + 2 then
3 AllocateRLM(i, 0, tthm + 2) where t2 = t1 that are
defined in Section 3.2.2;
Proposition 6. Upon completion of GreedyRLM, Feature 1 holds
in which r = s−1s .
Proof. See the Appendix for the detailed proof.
In GreedyRLM, when a task Ti is accepted (lines 5 and 6),
Allocate-A(·) is called to make it fully allocated. In Allocate-
A(·), Fully-Utilize(·) and AllocateRLM(·) are sequentially
called; both of them consider time slots t from the deadline
towards earlier ones: (i) Fully-Utilize(·) makes Ti utilize the
remaining (idle) machines at t, and it does not change the
allocations of the previous tasks; (ii) at every t, if Ti does not
utilize the maximum number of machines it can utilize (i.e.,
yi(t) < ki), AlloacteRLM(·) (a) transfers the allocations of
the previous allocated tasks to an earlier slot that is closest
to t but not fully utilized (i.e., with idle machines), and
(b) increases the allocation of Ti at t to the maximum (i.e.,
ki) and, correspondingly reduce the equal allocations at the
earliest slots, ensuring the total allocation to Ti does not
exceed Di. Finally, upon completion of the whole execution
of Allocate-A(·), we have that
• the number of allocated machines at each slot does
not decrease,
in contrast to that amount just before executing Allocate-
A(·). For every accepted task Ti ∈ Am, upon completion
of Allocate-A(·), time slot tthm + 1 is not fully utilized by
the definition of tthm, i.e., W (t
th
m + 1) > 0. Further, we have
that whenever Allocate-A(·) completes the allocation to a
previous task Ti ∈ Am′ where m′ < m, tthm + 1 is also not
fully utilized then. Based on this, we draw the following
conclusion.
Lemma 11. Due to the definition of tthm, we have for all m ≤ j ≤
K that
(1) [tthj + 1, d] is optimally utilized by
⋃m
l=1Al upon comple-
tion of the allocation to it using Allocate-A(i);
(2) for the total amount of the allocations to Ti in the interval
[tthj + 1, d] just upon completion of Allocate-A(i), it does
not change upon completion of GreedyRLM.
Proof. We first prove the first point. Given a m′ ∈ [m]+, for
every Ti ∈ Am′ , upon completion of Allocate-A(i), W (tthj +
1) > 0 for all j ∈ [m,K]; based on this, we conclude that,
in the case where di ≥ tthj + 1, either
∑di
t=tthj +1
yi(t) = Di if
di− tthj > leni or yi(t) = ki for all t ∈ [tthj + 1, di] otherwise.
The reason for this conclusion is similar to our analysis for
the fourth event when proving Proposition 3; here, there
always exists a slot tthj + 1 that is not fully utilized, i.e.,
W (tthj + 1) > 0, leading to that the t
′ defined in line 2 of
Routine(·) always exists where W (t′) > 0.
Now, we prove the second point in Lemma 11. For
every l ∈ [m′,K], we observe the subsequent execution of
Allocate-A(·) whose input is a task inAl and could conclude
that,
1) upon its completion, the allocations to Ti in [1, tthl ]
are still the ones before executing Allocate-A(·);
2) Allocate-A(·) can only change the allocations of Ti in
the time range [tl′+1, tl′+1] where l′ ∈ [l,K] and the
total amount of allocations in [tl′ + 1, tl′+1] upon its
completion is still the amount before its execution.
As a result, we have that, upon completion of Allocate-A(i),
every subsequent execution of Allocate-A(·) never change
the total amount of allocations of Ti in [tl′′ + 1, tl′′+1] for all
l′′ ∈ [m,K].
In the following, it suffices to prove the above two
points. In the execution of Allocate-A(·), Fully-Utilize(·) is
first called and it does not change the allocation to the
previous tasks; then, AllocateRLM(·, 0, tthl ) is called in which
only Routine(·) (i.e., its lines 12 and 13) in the step 3 can
change the allocation to the previous tasks including Ti. In
lines 12 and 13, a previous task Ti′ is found to change its
allocations at t and t′; here, t′ is defined in lines 2 and 7 of
Routine(·) and tthl < t′ < t. As a result, Allocate-A(·) cannot
change the allocations of the previous tasks in [1, tthl ]; for all
t ∈ [tthl′ + 1, tthl′+1] where l′ ∈ [l,K], during the execution of
the iteration of AllocateRLM(·) at t, we have t′ > tthl′ . Hence,
the change to the allocations of the previous tasks can only
happen in the interval [tthl′ + 1, t
th
l′+1].
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From the first and second points of Lemma 11, we could
conclude that
Proposition 7. Given a m ∈ [1,K], [tthl + 1, d] is optimally
utilized by every task Ti ∈
⋃m
j=1Aj for all l ∈ [m,K].
5 APPLICATIONS: PART II
In this section, we illustrate the applications of the results
in Section 3 to (i) the dynamic programming technique for
social welfare maximization, (ii) the machine minimization
objective, and (iii) the objective of minimizing the maximum
weighted completion time.
5.1 Dynamic Programming
For any solution, there must exist a feasible schedule for
the tasks selected to be fully allocated by this solution. So,
the set of tasks in an optimal solution satisfies the boundary
condition by Lemma 1. Then, to find the optimal solution,
we only need address the following problem: if we are given
C machines, how can we choose a subset S of tasks in T
such that (i) this subset satisfies the boundary condition,
and (ii) no other subset of selected tasks achieves a better
social welfare? This problem can be solved via dynamic
programming (DP). To propose a DP algorithm, we need to
identify a dominant condition for the model of this paper
[18]. Let F ⊆ T and recall that the notation λCm(F) in
Section 3.1. Now, we define a L-dimensional vector
H(F) = (λC1 (F)− λC0 (F), · · · , λCL (F)− λCL−1(F)),
where λCm(F) − λCm−1(F), m ∈ [L]+, denotes the optimal
resource that F can utilize on C machines in the segmented
timescale [τL−m + 1, τL−m+1] after F has utilized λCm−1(F)
resource in [τL−m+1 + 1, τL]. Let v(F) denote the total
value of the tasks in F and then we introduce the notion
of one pair (F , v(F)) dominating another (F ′, v(F ′)) if
H(F) = H(F ′) and v(F) ≥ v(F ′), that is, the solution to
our problem indicated by (F , v(F)) uses the same amount
of resources as (F ′, v(F ′)), but obtains at least as much
value.
Algorithm 5: DP(T )
1 F ← {T1};
2 A(1)← {(∅, 0), (F , v(F))};
3 for i← 2 to n do
4 A(j)← A(i− 1);
5 for each (F , v(F)) ∈ A(i− 1) do
6 if {Ti} ∪ F satisfies the boundary condition then
7 if there exist a pair (F ′, v(F ′)) ∈ A(i) so that
(1) H(F ′) = H(F ∪ {Ti}), and (2)
v(F ′) ≥ v(F ∪ {Ti}) then
8 Add ({Ti} ∪ F , v({Ti} ∪ F)) to A(i);
9 Remove the dominated pair (F ′, v(F ′))
from A(i);
10 else
11 Add ({Ti} ∪ F , v({Ti} ∪ F)) to A(i);
12 return arg max(F,v(F))∈A(n){v(F)};
We now give the general DP procedure DP(T ), also
presented as Algorithm 5 [18]. Here, we iteratively construct
the lists A(i) for all i ∈ [n]+. Each A(i) is a list of pairs
(F , v(F)), in which F is a subset of {T1, T2, · · · , Ti} sat-
isfying the boundary condition and v(F) is the total value
of the tasks in F . Each list only maintains all the dominant
pairs. Specifically, we start with A(1) = {(∅, 0), ({T1}, v1)}.
For each i = 2, · · · , n, we first set A(i) ← A(i− 1), and for
each (F , v(F)) ∈ A(i− 1), we add (F ∪ {Ti}, v(F ∪ {Ti}))
to the list A(i) if F ∪ {Ti} satisfies the boundary condition.
We finally remove from A(i) all the dominated pairs. DP(T )
will select a subset S of T from all pairs (F , v(F)) ∈ A(n)
so that v(F) is maximum.
Proposition 8. DP(T ) outputs a subset S of T = {T1, · · · , Tn}
such that v(S) is the maximum value subject to the condition that
S satisfies the boundary condition; the time complexity of DP(T )
is O(ndLCL).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in the knapsack
problem [18]. By induction, we need to prove that A(i)
contains all the non-dominated pairs corresponding to fea-
sible sets F ∈ {T1, · · · , Ti}. When i = 1, the proposition
holds obviously. Now suppose it hold for A(i − 1). Let
F ′ ⊆ {T1, · · · , Ti} and H(F ′) satisfies the boundary condi-
tion. We claim that there is some pair (F , v(F)) ∈ A(i) such
that H(F) = H(F ′) and v(F) ≥ v(F ′). First, suppose that
Ti /∈ F ′. Then, the claim follows by the induction hypothesis
and by the fact that we initially set A(i) to A(i− 1) and re-
moved dominated pairs. Now suppose that Ti ∈ F ′ and let
F ′1 = F ′ − {Ti}. By the induction hypothesis there is some
(F1, v(F1)) ∈ A(i − 1) that dominates (F ′1, v(F ′1)). Then,
the algorithm will add the pair (F1 ∪ {Ti}, v(F1 ∪ {Ti})) to
A(i). Thus, there will be some pair (F , v(F)) ∈ A(i) that
dominates (F ′, v(F ′)). Since the size of the space of H(F)
is no more than (C · T )L, the time complexity of DP(T ) is
ndLCL.
Proposition 9. Given the subset S output by DP(T ), LDF(S)
gives an optimal solution to the welfare maximization problem
with a time complexity O(max{ndLCL, n2}).
Proof. It follows from Propositions 8 and 1.
Remark. As in the knapsack problem [18], to construct the
algorithm DP(T ), the pairs of the possible state of resource
utilization and the corresponding best social welfare have to
be maintained and a L-dimensional vector has to be defined
to indicate the resource utilization state. This seems to imply
that we cannot make the time complexity of a DP algorithm
polynomial in L.
5.2 Machine Minimization
Given a set of tasks T , the minimal number of machines
needed to produce a feasible schedule of T is exactly the
minimum C∗ such that the boundary condition is satisfied,
by Theorem 1, where the feasible schedule could be pro-
duced with a time complexityO(n2). An upper bound of the
minimum C∗ is k · n and this minimum C∗ can be obtained
through a binary search procedure with a time complexity
of log (k · n) = O(log n); the corresponding algorithm is
presented as Algorithm 6.
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Lemma 12. In each iteration of the binary search procedure,
the time complexity of determining the satisfiability of boundary
condition (line 4 of Algorithm 6) is O(L · n) where L ≤ n.
Proof. See the Appendix for the proof.
With Lemma 12, the loop of Algorithm 6 has a com-
plexity O(L · n · log n). Based on the above discussion, we
conclude that
Proposition 10. Algorithm 6 produces an exact algorithm for
the machine minimization problem with a time complexity of
O(n2, L · n · log n).
Algorithm 6: Machine Minimization)
1 L← 1, U ← k · n; // L and U are respectively
the lower and upper bounds of the minimum
number of needed machines
2 mid← L+U2 ;
3 while U − L ≤ 1 do
4 if the boundary condition is satisfied with C = C∗
then
5 U ← mid;
6 else
7 L← mid;
8 mid← L+U2 ;
9 C∗ ← U ; // the optimal number of machines
10 call the algorithm LDF(T ) to produce a schedule of T
on C∗ machines;
5.3 Minimizing Maximum Weighted Completion Time
Under the task model of this paper and for the objective
of minimizing the maximum weighted completion time
of tasks, a direction application of LDF(S) improves the
algorithm in [8] by a factor 2. In [8], with a polynomial time
complexity, Nagarajan et al. find a completion time di for
each task Ti that is 1 +  times the optimal in terms of the
objective here; then they propose a scheduling algorithm
where each task can be completed by the time at most 2
times di. As a result, an (2 + 2)-approximation algorithm
is obtained. Instead, by using the optimal scheduling algo-
rithm LDF(S), we have that
Proposition 11. There is a (1 + )-approximation algorithm
for scheduling independent malleable tasks under the objective of
minimizing the maximum weighted completion time of tasks.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling n
deadline-sensitive malleable batch tasks on C identical ma-
chines. Our core result is a new theory to give the first
optimal scheduling algorithm so that C machines can be
optimally utilized by a set of batch tasks. We further derive
four algorithmic results in obvious or non-obvious ways: (i)
the best possible greedy algorithm for social welfare maxi-
mization with a polynomial time complexity of O(n2) that
achieves an approximation ratio of s−1s , (ii) the first dynamic
programming algorithm for social welfare maximization
with a polynomial time complexity ofO(max{ndLCL, n2}),
(iii) the first exact algorithm for machine minimization with
a polynomial time complexity of O(n2, L ·n · log n), and (iv)
an improved polynomial time approximation algorithm for
the objective of minimizing the maximum weighted com-
pletion time of tasks, reducing the previous approximation
ratio by a factor 2. Here, L and d are the number of deadlines
and the maximum deadline of tasks.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 2. Before executing Fully-Utilize(i), the re-
source allocation to the previously allocated tasks S ′ sat-
isfies Property 1. Its execution does not change the previous
allocation to S ′. Let S ′′ = S ′ ∪ {Ti}. Since di = τm,
the workload of Ti can only be processed in [1, τm]; the
maximum workload of S ′′ that could be processed in
[τm+1, τL] still equals its counterpart when S ′ is considered,
i.e., λCL−m(S ′′) = λCL−m(S ′). Upon completion of Fully-
Utilize(i), if the total allocation to S ′′ in [1, τm] is C · τm, we
could conclude that Ti is the last task of S being considered
and all tasks in S have been fully allocated; otherwise,
S ′′ ( S , which contradicts the fact that S and its subset
satisfy the boundary condition, which implies that after the
maximum workload of S ′′ has been processed in [τm+1, τL],
the remaining workload µCm(S ′′) ≤ ·C · τm. Hence, we
conclude that
Proof of Lemma 3. During the execution of Fully-Utilize(i),
upon completion of the allocation to Ti at t ∈ [1, t1], if Ti
has not been fully allocated yet, it is allocated ki machines
at this slot. The allocations to Ti at slots t1, · · · , 1 are non-
increasing, i.e.,
yi(1) ≤ yi(2) ≤ · · · ≤ yi(t1).
The reason for this is as follows: Fully-Utilize(i) allocates
machines to Ti from di towards earlier slots and, after the
allocation at every slot t ∈ [1, t1], yi(t) = min{ki, Di −∑di
t=t+1
yi(t)} whose value is non-increasing with t. With
Property 2, before executing Fully-Utilize(i), the numbers of
idle machines have a stepped shape, i.e., W (1) ≥ · · · ≥
W (t0). The execution of Fully-Utilize(i) does not change
the previous allocation to S ′ and upon its completion the
number of available machines W (t) at every slot t ∈ [1, τm]
will be no larger than its counterpart before executing
Fully-Utilize(i); we thus have t0 ≥ t1. Upon completion
of Fully-Utilize(i), deducting the machines allocated to Ti,
the numbers of idle machines still have a stepped shape in
[1, t1]. Hence, the lemma holds.
Proof of Lemma 5. Recall that W (t) is the sum of the alloca-
tions yj(t) of all tasks Tj ∈ S at t and W (t) + W (t) =
C . Initially, we have the inequality that W (t) − yi(t) >
W (t′) − yi(t′) due to the conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 5,
and, there exists a Ti′ such that yi′(t′) < yi′(t); otherwise,
that inequality would not hold. In the subsequent iteration
of Routine(·), W (t) becomes > 0 since partial allocation of
Ti′ is transferred from t to t′; however, it still holds that
W (t) < ∆ ≤ ki − yi(t). So, we have
W (t)−yi(t) = C−W (t)−yi(t) > W (t′)−ki = W (t′)−yi(t′)
and such Ti′ can still be found like the initial case.
Proof of Lemma 6. If Ti has been allocated Di resource just
upon completion of Fully-Utilize(·), Fully-Allocate(i) does
nothing upon its completion and we have t2 = t1 and
the lemma holds. Otherwise, within [1, τm], by Lemma 3,
only the time slots t in [1, t1] have available machines, i.e.,
W (t) > 0, and, at these time slots, yi(t) = ki; for all
t ∈ [t1 + 1, di], W (t) = 0. So, only for each t in [t1 + 1, di]
and from di towards earlier time slots, Fully-Allocate(i)
will reduce the allocations of the previous tasks of S ′ at t
and transfer them to the latest time slot t′ in [1, t1] with
W (t′) > 0 (see the step 2 of Fully-Allocate(i)); then, all the
available machines at t will be re-allocated to Ti and W (t)
is still zero again (see the step 3 of Fully-Allocate(i)), and,
the number of available machines at t′ will be decreased to
zero one by one from t1 toward earlier time slots. Due to
Lemma 3, the lemma holds.
Proof of Lemma 7. The time complexity of Allocate-B(i) de-
pends on Fully-Allocate(i) or AllocateRLM(·). In the worst
case, Fully-Allocate(i) and AllocateRLM(·) have the same
time complexity from the execution of Routine(·) at every
time slot t ∈ [1, di]. In AllocateRLM(·) for every task Ti ∈ T ,
each loop iteration at t ∈ [1, di] needs to seek the time slot
t′ and the task Ti′ at most Di times. The time complexities
of respectively seeking t′ and Ti′ are O(d) and O(n); the
maximum of these two complexities is max{d, n}. Since
di ≤ d and Di ≤ D, we have that both the time complexity
of Allocate-B(i) is O(dDmax{d, n}). Since we assume that
d and k are finitely bounded where D ≤ d · k, we conclude
that O(dDmax{d, n}) = O(n).
Proof of Lemma 8. Let us consider an optimal allocation to
A1,R1, · · · ,AK ,RK for the MSW-I problem. If we replace
an allocation to a task in Rm with the same allocation to
a task in R′m and do not change the allocation to Am, this
generates a feasible schedule for the MSW-II problem, which
yields at least the same social welfare since the marginal
value of the task in R′m is no smaller than the ones of the
tasks in Rm; hence, Lemma 8 holds.
Proof of Lemma 9. We will show in an optimal schedule
of the MSW-II problem that (i) only the tasks of R′m,
A1, · · · ,AK will be executed in [tthm−1 + 1, tthm ], and (ii) the
upper bound of the maximum workload of R′m that could
be processed in [tthm−1 + 1, t
th
m ] is (1− r) · (tthm − tthm−1) ·C . As
a result, the total value generated by executing all tasks of
A1, · · · ,AK and (1− r) · (tthm − tthm−1) ·C workload of each
R′m (m ∈ [K]+) is an upper bound of the optimal social
welfare for the MSW-II problem.
We prove the first point by contradiction. Given a
m ∈ [K]+, if m ≥ 2, all tasks of R′1, · · · ,R′m−1 could
not be processed in [tthm−1 + 1, t
th
m ] due to the deadline
constraint. If m ≤ K − 1, the marginal value of the task in
R′m is no smaller than the ones of R′m+1, · · · ,R′K ; instead
of processing R′m+1, · · · ,R′K in [tthm−1 + 1, tthm ], processing
R′m could generate at least the same value or even a higher
value. Hence, the first point holds.
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We prove the second point also by contradiction. If there
exists am′ ∈ [1,K] such that more than (1−r)·(tthm′−tthm′−1)·
C workload of R′m′ is processed in [tthm′−1 + 1, tthm′ ], let m
denote the minimum such m′. In the case where m = 1,
due to Features 2 and 1, after the maximum workload of the
tasks ofA1 has been processed in [tth1 +1, tthK ], the minimum
remaining workload that could be processed in [1, tth1 ] is at
least r · tth1 ·C . If more than (1− r) · tth1 ·C workload of R′1
is processed in [1, tth1 ], this means that the total amount of
workload ofA1 processed in [1, tth1 ] is smaller than r ·tth1 ·C ;
in this case, we could always remove the allocation to R′1
and add more allocation toA1 to increase the total value. As
a result, the second point holds when m = 1. In the other
case where m ≥ 2, since we are seeking for an upper bound,
we could assume that for all l ∈ [m − 1]+, (1 − r) · (tthl −
tthl−1) ·C workload ofR′l is processed in [tthl−1+1, tthl ]. Again
due to Features 2 and 1, similar to the case where m = 1, the
minimum available workload of
∑
Ti∈∪ml=1Al that could be
processed in [1, tthm ] is at least r ·tthm ·C . In this case, we could
still remove the allocation to R′m and add more allocation
to
∑
Ti∈∪ml=1Al to increase the total value, with the second
point holding when m ≥ 2.
Proof of Lemma 10. It suffices to prove that, the total allo-
cation to ∪ml=1Al in [1, tthm ] could be divided into m parts
such that, for all l ∈ [1,m], (i) the l-th part has a size
r · (tthl − tthl−1) · C , and (ii) the allocation of the l-th part
is associated with marginal values no smaller than v′l. Then,
the total value generated by executing the l-th part is no
smaller than 1−rr times the total value generated by the
allocation to R′l in [tthl−1 + 1, tthl ]. As a result, the value
generated by the total allocation to ∪ml=1Al in [1, tthm ] is no
smaller than 1−rr times the value generated by the allocation
to T ′1, · · · , T ′m.
Due to Feature 1, the allocation to A1 achieves a utiliza-
tion r in [1, tth1 ] and we could use a part of this allocation as
the first part whose size is r · tth1 · C . Next, the allocation to
A1 ∪ A2 achieves a utilization r in [1, tth2 ]; we could deduct
the allocation used for the first part and get a part of the
remaining allocation to A1 ∪ A2 as the second part, whose
size is r · (tth2 − tth1 ) · C . Similarly, we could get the 3rd,
· · · , m-th parts that satisfy the first point mentioned at the
beginning of this proof. Since the marginal value of the task
of R′l is no larger than the ones of the tasks in ∪ll′=1Al′
for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m, the second point mentioned above also
holds.
Proof of Proposition 6. We first show that the resource utiliza-
tion of A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Am in [1, τm] is r upon completion of the
m-th phase of GreedyRLM; then, we consider a task Ti ∈
∪ml=1Rl such that di = cm. Since Ti is not accepted when
being considered, it means that
∑
t≤di min{ki,W (t)} < Di
at that time and there are at most leni − 1 = ddisi e − 1 time
slots t with W (t) ≥ ki in [1, cm]. Then, we assume that the
number of the time slots t with W (t) ≥ ki is µ. Since Ti isn’t
fully allocated, we have the current resource utilization of
A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Am′ in [1, cm] is at least
Cdi − µC − (Di − µki)
C · di ≥
Cdi −Di − (leni − 1)(C − ki)
C · di
≥C(di − leni) + (C − ki) + (leniki −Di)
C · di ≥
s− 1
s
≥ r.
We assume that Ti ∈ Rm′ for some m′ ∈ [m]+. Now,
we show that, after Ti is considered and rejected, the subse-
quent resource allocation by Allocate-A(j) to each task Tj of
∪Ll=m′+1Al doesn’t change the utilization in [1, τm]. Fully-
Utilize(j) does not change the allocation to the previous
accepted tasks; the operations of changing the allocation
to other tasks in AllocateRLM(j, 0, tthm + 2) happen in its
call to Routine(∆, 0, 1, t) where we have cm′ ≤ tthm′ ≤ tthl
for all m′ + 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Due to the function of lines 6-
8 of Routine(∆, 0, 1, t), in the l-th phase of GreedyRLM,
the call to any Allocate-A(j) will never change the current
allocation of A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Am′ in [1, cm]. Hence, if tthm = cm,
upon completion of GreedyRLM, the resource utilization of
A1∪· · ·∪Am wherem′ ≤ m; if tthm > cm, since each time slot
in [cm + 1, tthm ] is fully utilized by the definition of t
th
m , the
resource utilization in [cm+1, tthm ] is 1 and the final resource
utilization will also be at least r.
Proof of Lemma 12. Recall the process of defining µCm(S)
where S = T . In Definition 1 that defines λm(T ), n
tasks are considered sequentially for each m ∈ [L]+, lead-
ing to a complexity L · n. In Definition 2 that derives
λCm(T ) from λm(T ), λC1 (T ), λC2 (T ), · · · , λCL (T ) are con-
sidered sequentially, leading to a complexity O(L). Finally,
µCm(T ) =
∑
Ti∈T Di − λCm(T ). Hence, the time complex-
ity of determining the satisfiability of boundary condition
depends on Definition 1 and is O(L · n).
